retreat
This page, clockwise
from top: Port Elliot is
80km from Adelaide;
Authenticity is housed in
an elegant manor; choose
from a range of exotic
leaf teas; the stately
manor was built in 1864.

Chilling out in South Australia,
Sue White realises that it takes an
authentic commitment to really relax.
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It's 11,30am on a Saturday in the South Australian
coastal township of Port Elliot and I am wrapped in
plastic. Actually, that's not the half of it: I've been
painted in a warm Mediterranean mud; sprinkled with
a cleansing salt scrub; rubbed into a muddy, salty mess;
and then wrapped in plastic. It's just your typical day at
the boutique Authenticity Health & Wellness Retreat.
I'll admit: 1'm.slightly apprehensive as the therapist leaves
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me to stew in my cocoon. By the time she
checks in after 10 minutes, I'm blissed
out. Stepping back onto the wooden
floorboards, wrapped in a thick robe, my
skin feels baby-soft and my mind is mush.
While I'd expected a mud wrap
would help me relax, it turns out I've
underestimated the power of your
environment. Authenticity is housed in
a manor that dates back to 1864, renovated
a la the Mediterranean. The high-ceiling,
stone-walled property is nestled on
40 acres of ornamental grapevines, and
although the ocean is visible from the
large, cosy lounge room, it feels a world
away That's the idea, as the focus of this
retreat centre is firmly on healing.
"This isn't boot camp," acknowledges
owner Gregory Damaskos, possibly
the most multi-talented hotelier in the
country. "It's a place to rest, recuperate
and unwind."
Damaskos is a yoga teacher (he
leads Authenticity's daily yoga classes
each morning), psychotherapist and
naturopath. Although his team has spent
the past 15 years perfecting the array of
detoxifying treatments and naturopathic
and lifestyle consultations available for
guests, according to its founder, the key
to healing is far simpler. "All disease is
but symptoms and rest is the cure. For the

This page, clockwise from
right: Hotelier and yoga teacher,
Gregory Damaskos; extensive
gardens surround the retreat;
Authenticity's lounge room.
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This page, clockwise from
right: A view from the sunny
garden; a daily two-course dinner
is included in the package; the
light and healthy buffet breakfast.

"For the healing powers of the body to be
amplified, it's rest and sleep that we need.
healing powers of the body to be amplified,
it's rest and sleep that we need," he says.
Of course, when it comes to switching
off, tranquil surroundings like this are
an ideal place to do it. Authenticity's
Tuscan-green lounge room dotted with
comfortable couches and inspiring reading
material quickly becomes my favourite spot
to while away the hours between massages
and spa treatments. I also spend quality
time pondering the big issues posed by
a large wooden tea cabinet filled with two
dozen varieties of leaf tea. "Should I stick
with a standard oolong or indulge in more
creative options like Lapacho blackcurrant
or Greek mountain?"
LETTING GO

If the physical surroundings aren't enough
to help guests to relax, the few ground rules
just might. There are only six rooms (which
means 12 guests maximum), no phones and
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no schedules. It's the latter that takes some
getting used to. I'm here to relax, but I'm
also taking daily yoga classes, enjoying
massages and reflexology, and making the
most of the vegetarian cuisine. How will
that all happen if I don't arm myself with
a list of times and locations?
"We will tell you your daily schedule
at breakfast and when it's time for your
treatments, the therapist will come and
find you," says a friendly staff member
when I query how this chronological
detox might actually work. "If you are in
your room, they will simply knock. You
just need to completely relax," she says,
smiling kindly.
Of course, checking out mentally is
easier said than done, even with all this
support. Luckily, mornings at Authenticity
start with an hour of yoga, led by
Damaskos, a long-time yogi who has
studied everything from lyengar to Yin.

Held in the only unglamorous
room in an otherwise gorgeous
building, the yoga room doubles
as a gym for guests. It seems out
of place, although admittedly once
the class begins I cease thinking about
it. Damaskos skilfully leads us through
a Yin-inspired practice that manages to
suit experienced practitioners like myself,
as well as the novices who've decided to
give yoga a try while they're here for the
weekend. "There is no right or wrong," he
reassures a beginner, "only choice."
Classes start simply by sitting,
"a gathering of body and breath", and
the hour is spent holding poses for
a couple of minutes on each side. The idea
is to gently start encouraging muscles to
lengthen and minds to slow down. "Don't
let your mind wander," he reminds us as
we hover in a long hold of Pigeon Pose.
Guiltily, I wonder if he's reading my
mind—I've been caught pondering the
thought-provoking novel I've borrowed
from the retreat's well-stocked bookshelf,
rather than breathing into my hips.
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HEALTHY EATING

Focus comes far easier at mealtimes. A
light breakfast buffet comprises a simple
offering of wholemeal and sourdough
bread with tomato, cheese or jam
and a healthy muesli with carefully
pre-cut fruit. I also enjoy the lunches
in Authenticity's cafe (also open to the
public), the highlight being the rice balls
with sesame accompanied by a Thai-style
salad, all taken in the sunny courtyard
near the pool.
I'm usually alone at this time, as
most guests dine out. Some choose the
nearby town of Port
Elliot, just a 3O-minute
stroll away, while the
more active borrow
the retreat's bicycles and
picnic somewhere along
the Encounter Bikeway,
a 3okm path spanning
Port Elliot, "Victor Harbor
and numerous small
coastal towns dotting
the Fleurieu Peninsula.
Over the vegetarian
(mostly organic) evening
meal of a lightly dressed
salad, hearty risotto, soup
or pasta and rich dessert, I join
my fellow retreaters to swap
stories of massages (mine are
good, but the mud wrap is the
highlight) and delight in the
fact that both organic wine and
organic coffee are on the menu.
This prolonged relaxation
experience quickly highlights
where my weaknesses lie. Digital
detox (no phone, TV or Internet)
proves surprisingly easy, but letting go of
a sense of time? Trickier. I burst into the
yoga room 10 minutes early, convinced
I am late; seek reassurance from the
woman tending the fireplace about
the location of my upcoming massage,
"Don't worry, we'll find you"; and fail to
remember to give the 30 minutes notice
needed to heat the delightful outdoor spa
to 39°C, despite being told more than once.
But somehow, over my three-night stay,
Authenticity works its magic on my restless
mind. I suspect the gentle approach has
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This page, clockwise from
above: The bedrooms are
furnished with antiques; dining
in the courtyard during summer;
Port Elliot's seaside charm.
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GETTING THERE Authenticity
Health & Wellness Retreat is
located 1.5km from the seaside
town of Port Elliot, about 80km
from Adelaide.
STAYING THERE As there are
no set retreat dates, guests can
arrive or depart anytime. Various
packages exist, however the Rest
& Rejuvenate package is included
with all bookings (about $350 per
night, depending on the length of stay
•less if you bring a friend). It includes
accommodation, continental buffet
breakfast, a set two-course dinner,
a daily spa treatment, yoga or
meditation classes and use of the
outdoor pool and spa.
NEARBY Although it's tempting to
simply stay tucked up at Authenticity,
The Flying Fish cafe in Horseshoe Bay
is recommended for lunch, coffee and
ocean views. It's a 30-minute walk
from the retreat or a short bicycle ride.

•x\h to do with it: while it's poss
to pack your schedule with treatments,
there's no-one pushing you to do so.
People simply choose what suits them, or
wind down on their own. "We don't have
to be in your face," says Damaskos, noting
that he thinks people will find what's right
for them. By the time I finally check out
(skin soft, body and mind recharged),
I suspect he's probably right. 4»
Sue White travelled as a guest of Authenticity
and the South Australian Tourism Commission.
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